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Take a moment and think about the characteristics of a high quality school age space. What does it look like?

What materials are present? What furnishings do students have access too? 

 

How you answer these questions is important to the overall quality and structure of your school age program.

Program spaces and furnishings are among the first things seen by parents, staff, and students. These two items

contribute heavily towards the academic success of your program's students and the morale of your staff and

group leaders. In essence, program space and furnishings represent the foundation of your program's overall

learning philosophy. 

 

Before we dive deeper into the details of high quality space and furnishings, let's take a took at three

preliminary questions. 

Setting Up a Solid Foundation

What type of space does my program use?

Knowing what type of space your program uses is key to maximizing your

program's overall potential. The DCDEE identifies four specific types of school

age spaces that are eligible for licensing. 

Single Space Programs

Single space programs have sole access to their licensed areas without sharing

space with other programs. These programs might share some environments like

playgrounds and food preparation zones with other groups; however, these areas

are only used by the school age program during operation hours. Single space

programs also have sole use of their materials and program resources. 

Shared Space Programs

Shared space programs share their learning environments with other programs

outside of operation hours. Many shared space programs are split among

different areas like gyms, cafeterias, multi-purpose rooms, and libraries. A

majority of shared space programs have sole use of their materials, but

sometimes share materials with other programs. This is the case for many shared

space school age classrooms who operate in child care centers and NC-PreK

environments. 

Family Child Care Programs

Family Child Care programs operate with many of the same characteristics as

shared space programs. School age spaces are often combined with other

program ages, and materials are commonly shared throughout the program.

Family Child Care programs must take extra steps to ensure that their school age

students have ample space for routine school age care. These programs must

also make sure that school age students have some materials and furnishings that

cater to their size and interests. 



Does your program have any space and

furnishing constrictions?

How much funding is available?

Summer Camp Programs 

Summer Camp programs often extend their usable space across a wide assortment of indoor and outdoor

environments. Summer camp programs in school and community centers often use a variety of classrooms,

food prep areas, and multi-purpose spaces to accommodate student activities. Summer camp programs often

have sole use of materials and licensed environments since they operate outside of traditional school-year

schedules. The DCDEE requires that all licensed summer camp programs have a set "home-base" space where

all students can gather during the day. This "home-base" must be sheltered from the elements and provide

protection from harmful weather. 

Along with knowing what type of environment your program uses, it is

important to think about any potential space and furnishing

constrictions you might face. 

 

Some potential space and furnishing constrictions could include:

 

 
Scheduling conflicts with the use of specific spaces and

furnishings.

School age staff restrictions on altering light fixtures and

thermostats.

Program constrictions with maintenance and securing repairs.

Access to lounges and group leader personal storage.

 

 
It is important to think about constrictions like these before your

program enters its SACERS-U assessment window and prior to DCDEE

Consultant visits. If your program shares licensed space with other

groups, make an effort to get into contact with administration to ensure

that scheduling conflicts are avoided. It is also important to build

relationships with building maintenance to determine repair procedures

and the proper way to alter classroom temperature and lighting. 

 

 

School age furnishings and space enhancements cost money. Prior to any assessment or licensing visit, it is

important to know how much funding is available to make your school age program the best it can be.

Purchasing furnishings from a school age supplier is an easy way to secure DCDEE approved materials for your

school age space. However, this method can quickly become expensive.

 

Do not be afraid to be creative when enhancing your school age space with proper furnishings. Many early

education suppliers provide returns and discontinued furnishings at a discount. Items like pillows, couches,

chairs, and other enhancements can also be found at thrift shops, home stores, and through donations. Having

an understanding of your program budget will help determine where items can be purchased at the best price

possible. 

 



Indoor Space

Quality indoor space is an essential element for any school age program. Having a clean, safe, and well

maintained indoor space helps students and group leaders maximize learning during program hours. When

considering the SACERS-U assessment and DCDEE rules and regulations, maintaining a quality indoor space

covers a wide assortment of factors. Taking time to understand things like maintenance procedures, space

allotment, and lighting/ventilation is essential.

 

Sufficient Indoor Space
One of the most critical aspects of having a quality indoor space is providing students with  enough room to

play and learn.  Since school age students range in size and shape, ample program space can change from

program to program. Group leaders should take time and look at each activity area and arrange these spaces

to meet the needs of their students. Spaces like block and construction areas, reading areas, and art spaces

often attract high volumes of students during program hours. Setting aside more square footage for these

areas will increase learning opportunities and reduce potential student conflicts. 

 

The DCDEE has specific indoor space requirements for school age programs in licensed facilities.  For summer

camp programs DCDEE Rule 9 .2502 states that students must have at least 10 square feet of indoor space per

student in the designated "primary meeting space." All other school age programs outside of summer camps,

must comply with DCDEE Rule 9 .1400 that mandates at least 25 square feet of indoor space per student.

Exceptions to these rules are noted in Rule 9 .1400 of the DCDEE Rules and Regulation Handbook. Make sure to

check with your licensing consultant to ensure that your space adheres to these requirements. It is also

important to check with your consultant any time your school age program makes any construction changes

that affect physical room layout. These changes will affect your license and could impact the maximum student

capacity size. 

 

Aesthetics and Cleanliness
Along with providing students with ample space to learn and play, having a clean and appealing indoor space

is a significant indicator of quality care. The SACERS-U assessment highlights that a quality school age site

should be aesthetically pleasing to both students and families (Subscale 1:7.1). This means that indoor school

age spaces should be open, light, and organized. 

 

One way to ensure that your program meets these SACERS-U qualifications is by utilizing effective storage

techniques.  Make sure that materials are placed in their own labeled containers for easy pick up and

movement. Take time to label each activity area with a visible sign to help students know where play can occur.

Creating organized activity areas will help direct  students during clean-up and will reduce the likelihood of

materials simply being thrown onto a shelf after play. 

 



While it is tempting to provide students with a large amount of

options for play, having too many materials is detrimental to

the function of your indoor space. Having an influx of materials

can overstimulate students and turn an activity area into a

dumping ground for toys. Along with this, overstocked activity

areas that provide students with too many choices increase the

likelihood of frustration, sharing arguments, and other

challenging behaviors. 

 

Maximize the aesthetics and look of your school age program

by reflecting on the materials in each activity area and

weeding out materials that can be stored or taken out. This

process will lighten the look and feel of each area, and make it

feel welcoming to students. Incorporate the materials that you

remove in your rotation schedule to ensure that students have

new selections on a regular basis. 

 

Along with aesthetics and organization, cleanliness is an

essential aspect of running a quality school age program.

Group leaders and students should take pride in their indoor

space by cleaning up activity and eating spaces after use.

Students can easily be involved in maintaining the cleanliness

of the program by setting up "job" charts that include cleaning

responsibilities. Giving students  some influence over their

indoor spaces builds respect for their learning environment.

Make sure that each job is safe for students and that you

follow all regulations issued by your employer and the DCDEE.

Nature

and 

Aesthetics 

One of the easiest ways to enhance the

aesthetics of your classroom is by

incorporating nature into your indoor

space.  Natural materials provide students

with a larger range of sensory

experiences that work to develop a more

engaging learning experience. Below are

some examples of how to incorporate

nature into your indoor space.

 

 

 

 

Lighting and Ventilation

Bring  stumps and tree cookies

into the classroom for sitting and

play tables

Incorporate different potted

plants, herbs, and succulents into

the classroom 

Open a window and let fresh air

and sun light indoors 

Fill a sand and water table with

dirt and shade plants like onions

so students can plant inside

Use natural color baskets to store

materials in rather than plastic

totes

 

 

 

 

Potential "Jobs" for Students

Sweeping
Holding the dust pan
Handing out paper
towels 
Watering plants
Cleaning a specific area

 
 
 
 

Washing off soapy water 
Monitoring program for
trash
Feeding classroom
animals 

 
 
 
 

Proper lighting and ventilation is a key aspect to operating a safe and effective school age program. On a

bare minimum, the SACERS-U assessment highlights that all school age programs must provide students with

"adequate light, ventilation, and temperature control". This means that all mechanical equipment must be

functioning properly and in good working order.  

 

Higher quality enhancement scores with the SACERS-U assessment require school age programs to have

some control over the lighting and ventilation system in their building. A simple way to achieve this

requirement is by having a window with adjustable blinds and the ability to be opened safely to allow outdoor

cross breezes. Your program can also control lighting and ventilation with adjustable ventilation systems,

skylights, and DCDEE approved curtains. 



Proper room arrangement can make or break any school age program. Indoor learning environments that are

not set up correctly can negatively affect key aspects of program quality from student behaviors and classroom

management to learning engagement and academic performance. It is essential that school age professionals

spend time reflecting on the physical layout for each of their classroom spaces to ensure that students receive

the most effective learning experiences possible. 

 

 

What type of school age space is available: Since school age programs

range in size and layout, it is important to know what rooms need to be

included in classroom arrangement. Shared space programs that use

multiple rooms will have to arrange material centers and furniture in all

licensed areas, while single space programs might only need to consider

setting up materials in one classroom. Knowing what space is at your

disposal will save you time and effort in the long run.

What materials and furniture does my program already have: It is

common for school age programs to have materials in storage that have

been forgotten about. Finding these materials can help you equip potential

activity areas at no cost. 

Are there any student or teacher exceptions: Teachers and students with

any learning, emotional, or physical exceptions need to be considered

before arranging a school age space. Things like shelving height, carpet lips,

and furniture placement might create difficulties for some students and

teachers. Reflecting on any special considerations will help make your

program inclusive and adaptive to all participants. 

Before you start the process of arranging your indoor learning space, take time

to reflect on these three important points.

 

 

 

Indoor Room Arrangement

Activity Areas 
One of the most important aspects of proper school age room arrangement is setting up effective activity areas.

Activity areas provide students with a chance to decompress from the traditional school day. These areas

encourage healthy peer interaction and create learning opportunities through hands-on interaction and play. 

 

 



Students are regularly reminded throughout the school

day of what areas they can and cannot interact with. Be

it materials on the teachers desk or equipment in the

music room, the way material areas are defined convey

approachability.  As a school age professional, it is your

responsibility to properly define activity areas in ways

that encourage engagement and independence.

 

One simple way to define activity areas is by labeling.

Creating labels for each of the seven activity areas

creates visible zones of play for students, and sets up

clear spaces of approved use for group leaders and

other adult helpers. 

 

When creating activity area labels, make sure that they

are set out in visible areas for all students to see. Walls

and shelves in high traffic areas are great spaces to

hang labels. It is important to make sure that these

labels are displayed at the student's eye level to ensure

that they are not overlooked or ignored. If your program

uses larger areas like a gym or multi-purpose room,

hang labels on brightly colored traffic cones and place

them near the desired activity area. 

Defined Areas 

The SACERS-U assessment (Subscale 4) and Chapter 9

of the DCDEE Rules and Regulation Handbook (Chapter

9 .2508) highlights that students must have access to a

wide assortment of activity areas throughout a given

program space. For programs using multiple rooms, it is

essential that activity areas are dispersed throughout

each licensed room where student learning takes place.

An exception to this could be a cafeteria that is only

used for eating; however, with some effort cafeterias

and eating areas can also provide a great space for

quite activities and materials. 

The SACER-U assessment highlights seven specific

activity areas that are observed during an Quality

Enhancement observation. It is important to

arrange each of these areas into your program's

layout. 

Activity Areas and the SACERS-U

Blocks and Construction

Arts and Crafts 

Music and Movement 

Dramatic Play

Math and Reasoning

Language and Reading

Science and Nature

It is also important to take time and consider the student's your program serves. Incorporating labels with pictures

will help younger students who can't fully read or older students with literacy delays. Moreover, creating labels

with multiple languages is a great resource for dual language students or students wanting to learn a new

language. Reflecting on the needs of your students will help you assess the needs of your program and craft

activity area labels that promote independence and proper expectations. 

 

Outside of the seven required activity areas it is

important to set aside space for other areas like

homework, resting, eating, sickness, privacy, and

gross motor play. If your program has the resources,

label these spaces the same way as your defined

activity areas. 



Along with creating activity area labels, another way to define specific learning spaces is by using rugs and

mats. Rugs and mats work great in programs that use wide open spaces for activity play and learning. Along with

providing a degree of softness for students playing on the ground, rugs and mats provide a set, defined space

with visible borders. They also have the added bonus of improving the aesthetics of a learning environment by

adding color and decoration. Providing a rug or mat for each activity area is a fantastic way to section off

learning zones and increase intentional play in an attractive, non-intrusive way. 

 

When purchasing rugs and mats for your school age program, there are many things to consider. If your program

uses a gym or classroom with slick floors, heavy rugs and mats are essential. Heavier rugs and mats are less

inclined to move on slick surfaces, and they provide more cushion for student's knees and bodies. Coupling a

heavier rug or mat with some form of slip resistant under cloth will help reduce movement even more, thus

creating a safer play environment. 

 

It is also important to consider rug and mat quality in your purchasing decision. Lower quality rugs and mats

might be cheaper, but they do not last long. High quality double-stitch rugs and foam cushioned mats are better

investments for school age programs despite their higher upfront cost. Double-stitch rugs and foam cushioned

mats are less inclined to tether and break at the seams. They also stand up better to high traffic use and

abrasion. If your program needs to save money, consider purchasing better quality rugs and mats for high traffic

areas and using lower quality alternatives for more low impact activity area spaces like reading and privacy

nooks.  

Conveniently equipping activity areas are another prerequisite for

high quality school age programs. According to the SACERS-U

assessment tool (Subscale 4), conveniently equipped activity areas

must include materials that can by used by all students in the

program. As a school age professional, take time to reflect on the

types of materials in each activity area and their overall quality. 

 

All materials used by students need to be complete and functioning.

Broken toys and materials missing parts must be replaced with usable

alternatives. Make an effort to look specifically at the math, science,

and language materials available to students. Often times, these

materials are the first items to lose pieces and parts. Books and art

supplies are other material options that frequently need to be

checked and replaced.

 

It is also important to reflect on the age level of the materials in your

program. If an activity area has materials that can only be used by a

single age group, it is important to provide age-appropriate

alternatives for the other students in the program. Labeling materials

by age group and difficulty is a great way to ensure that all students

have learning options that meet their needs. 

Conveniently Equipped 



Noisy Areas
Dramatic

Play

Blocks and

Construction

Music/Movement

Science 
Gross Motor

Quiet Areas

Reading

Art

Math

Other Areas 

(Homework, Cozy Area, Privacy Area)

Separating quiet and noisy centers is essential for

proper room arrangement. Intermixing quite and noisy

activity areas can create major learning distractions

and behavior challenges.  Below are some tips to

consider when reflecting on the potential noise level of

your program's learning spaces. 

Furnishings for Routine Care and Learning

Quiet and Noisy Centers

Try separating your classroom or learning area

into two halves. One half for quiet areas and

the other half for noisy areas. 

Set noisy areas up away from doors and

walkways. This will reduce noise pollution into

hallways. 

Make use of noise barriers like shelving,

dividers, and carpeting.

For shared space programs, try

separating quiet and loud activity areas into

different rooms. 

Noise Options...

Along with high quality activity areas, it is critical to provide students with effective routine care and learning

furnishings. Routine care and learning furnishings are essential in crafting student independence and comfort

during program hours. They also help contribute heavily towards proper classroom management and group

leader support. 

 

The SACERS-U assessment highlights the importance of multiple routine care and learning furnishings that must

be included into the program environment (Subscale 5 and Subscale 6). One common theme for all of these

materials is their appearance and cleanliness. Take time to look over all shelves, tables, and cabinets that

students use on a daily basis. Make sure that each of these furnishings are clean, sturdy, and in good repair.

Keep an eye out for common signs of disrepair like loose table legs, chipping paint, marks and gashes, busted

shelf backs, and hanging nails. Keeping these furnishings clean and in good conditions will maximize the safety

of your school age program and ensure that students are learning in the best environment possible. 



Adequate storage space is a necessary component of quality school

age care. The SACERS-U assessment highlights that all students

should have individual spaces to store their belongings "without

touching those of another child" (Subscale 5.7.2). This process

provides students with a safe area to keep there items without risk of

transmitting disease and germs. Individualized cubbies or hooks are

one option to meet this requirement. Another alternative is providing

students with individual laundry baskets or totes to place their

belongings. 

 

Ample storage is also necessary for staff during the program day. At

a minimum, staff should have a secure space to place their

belongings away from students. This can be in a teacher lounge or a

school age office. SACERS-U Subscale 10:7:2 asserts that a better

option is to provide staff with storage space that can be locked and

secured. Locked cabinets and shelves inside of a school age office

easily meets this requirement. 

 

Along with storage for student and staff belongings, it is also

important to take time to reflect on how your program's materials

and supplies are stored. A key mark of a high quality school age

program is organization. Having a clean and organized storage area

for cleaning supplies, food, and extra materials reduces stress and

helps keep the program day running smooth. Take time to label

storage areas to make sure that students and group leaders know

where materials should go after program hours. Secure

hazardous materials in locked storage closets and keep food stored

in dry, cool areas. 

Storage

Maximizing Storage for Activity Materials

Use Shelving  Be Creative Storage on the Go

Maximize your available storage space
with shelves. Shelves reduce floor

clutter and provide efficient material
space that can be labeled for quick
access. For heavier materials it is

recommended that you opt for sturdier
metal shelving. Plastic shelving and wall
mounted shelving is a good alternative
for lighter materials like art supplies and

plastic materials. 

Storage areas can easily be converted
into usable furniture in a school age
program. Benches can be fitted with

storage options underneath the
seating area to hold outdoor materials
or extra learning materials. You can
also cover storage boxes with fabric

and double their use as chairs or foot
rests. Coffee tables placed in quiet

areas can also store games and
books. 

Mobile carts are great storage
alternatives that can transport

activities and materials throughout your
program. For shared space programs,
mobile carts can be moved to licensed

areas where traditional closet storage is
not available. These carts have the

ability to be set up in organized ways
that look great and maximize play. 

Space for Privacy

One important area to provide

students is a well equipped

privacy area. For some students,

afterschool and summer camp

environments can cause

momentary periods of stress and

over-stimulation. Be it loud noises,

social-emotional deregulation, or

peer disagreements, having a safe

space to be alone can make

program time more manageable

for students needing a break. Here

are some quick tips towards

creating an effective space for

privacy. 

Set privacy area up in quieter,

more secluded areas of the

program

Provide softness and pillows for

the area

Make sure that students can

bring materials into privacy

area

Label the area so students

know its purpose



Outdoor play is often the highlight of any school age program day. Safe and well-equipped outdoor spaces

provide students with learning experiences that simply cannot be replicated indoors. Data from the American

Institutes for Research highlights that integrating outdoor education into school age learning strengthens a

wide range of achievement factors from school performance to social-emotional development. This research

goes further and states that quality outdoor learning spaces spur educational growth by increasing other

attributes like teacher engagement and classroom management (American Institutes for Research, 2005).

Looking at this research, it is essential that you make your outdoor space an area of high importance. 

The SACERS-U assessment highlights that students must have daily access

to some form of outdoor space for gross motor play. The most important

aspect of an effective outdoor area is safety. Take time to check the

condition of any large play equipment that school age students use

outdoors. Things like rust, cracked plastic, pinching hazards, and broken

fencing must be fixed or replaced. It is also important to check the depth of

the fall zones around large pieces of equipment to make sure that they are

acceptable with DCDEE and DPI (Department of Public Instruction)

standards. 

 

Another aspect of outdoor space safety that must be considered is

supervision and student visibility. Reflect on the layout of your outdoor

space. Can all students be observed during play? Is there anything that can

restrict your supervision of the students? Are your outdoor spaces properly

fenced in to ensure safety and supervision? Asking yourself these questions

will reduce the chance of safety mishaps. 

 

One last safety consideration is the travel to and from outdoor spaces.

SACERS-U Subscale 2.7.3 states that high quality school age programs

have convenient access to outdoor spaces. In relation to this Subscale,

convenient means that outdoor gross motor space is close to indoor

learning areas. High quality school age programs can take this even further

by ensuring that students do not need to cross parking lots or streets to get

to gross motor spaces. Rerouting foot travel around high risk areas like

parking lots will increase the safety of your students and the stress on group

leaders. 

Outdoor Space 

Outdoor Space and Safety Three Keys to

Outdoor Safety

Supervision

Safe Equipment

Reduced Travel to

Outdoor Space



Outdoor Space Furnishings 
Before you begin the process of furnishing your outdoor school age space, reflect

on any potential challenges that might hinder your progress. Some school age

programs in school and childcare center settings will have trouble altering

outdoor areas because of program policies or budget constraints. Other

programs might face maintenance issues that require waits and personnel

reminders. Taking time to brainstorm about solutions to these potential issues will

save you time, stress, and money in the long run. 

Shading  
Ample shade is necessary for all outdoor areas. Shade not only protects students

from the elements, it providers great set up space for group activities, homework,

and relaxing. Trees, bushes, and other foliage are great at providing students with

natural shade options. Other considerations include canopies, pop-up covers, and

stationary shade structures. The Natural Learning Institute (NLI) out of NC State

University suggests that quality outdoor areas should have 1/3 of its total space

covered with some form of shade. The NLI states that this proportion provides

students with enough cover to help regulate body temperature and effectively

relax away from the sun. For more information about proper shading and sun

protection alternatives visit the NLI website at www.naturalearning.org. 

 
Play Surface  
SACERS-U Subscale 2.5.2 highlights that a quality school age program must have

at least one hard and one soft surface for outdoor play. Hard surfaces like

blacktops, concrete, and hard-top courts are great for students who want to

bounce balls or play organized games. These hard surfaces are also great for

students who want to sit, relax, and participant in quieter activities like chalk

drawing and homework.

 

Soft surfaces like grass, rubberized surfacing, mulch, and sand are also great for

providing students with a range of different gross motor and quiet activities. The

great thing about soft surfaces is that they are easy to set up in outdoor areas.

You can place mulch and sand areas on top of hard surfaces and quickly section

off these soft surfaces with plastic or wooden barriers. It is essential that you

properly research what mulch and sand is appropriate for school age play.

Double ground play mulch and play sand is specifically designed for play and is

required by the DCDEE. For more information about playground safety, the

DCDEE provides an on-demand Health and Safety Review course on their online

Moodle training platform. For information about this course visit the DCDEE

website at www.nchhildcare.ncdhhs.gov. 

Stationary Equipment  
SACERS-U Subscale 8 highlights that safe and sturdy stationary equipment is an

essential tool for maximizing gross motor skills like climbing, pulling, and balancing.

For programs looking for new stationary equipment take time to look for

equipment grants from the Department of Education and early education dealers. 



Portable Gross Motor Equipment 

Gross Motor Play and Loose Parts
Loose Parts Options for the Outdoors

Bamboo

Rocks

Sanded Wood and

Lumber

Stumps and Tree

Cookies

 

 

Leaves

Boxes

Vines

Tires (with holes drilled)

Pots and Pans

Cloth

 

 

Portable Equipment Skill Developed

Balls

Hoops

Cones

Parachute 

Throwing, Rolling, Kicking, Catching

Rolling, Jumping, Hula-Hooping

Running, Jumping, Balancing

Tossing, Upper-Arm Movement, Pulling

Students need quality portable materials to maximize outdoor gross motor learning. Portable equipment like

balls, hoops, cones, and parachutes are great gross motor choices that develop upper body strength,

coordination, team building, and critical thinking. Make sure that your program has enough portable materials

for group use. Having more materials than necessary will help decrease challenging behaviors associated with

the lack of supplies. It is also important that group leaders have an efficient way to transport portable gross

motor equipment to play spaces. Carts and ball bags are great tools to move supplies and rotate older

equipment with newer options. These transports can also be used by students to help increase program

involvement and responsibility. 

 

 

Loose parts are everyday materials that are used

together to promote deep play. High quality loose

parts materials like bamboo and untreated lumber

are great loose parts materials that maximize gross

motor development in outdoor spaces. These

construction materials can be used by students

outside to create dramatic play structures, science

experiments, and gross motor games.

 

The SACERS-U assessment highlights the need for

long term projects during the school age day. Loose

parts materials can easily be incorporated into lesson

plans to initiate long term projects with a gross motor

focus. Take time to look at potential loose parts

options and how these materials can extend learning

opportunities outside. 

 

Loose parts materials can be acquired for little to no

cost. Parent and teacher donations are a great way

to increase you loose parts selections for outdoor

play. You can also check your local discount store or

thrift shop to find loose parts at a great price. 

 

Possible Activities 

Create garden boxes with loose pieces of lumber,

stumps, and bamboo

Create ball and water mazes with tires, rocks, and

sticks

Start a long term outdoor art project using paint

and natural loose parts like leaves, rocks, and

vines as brushes

Create an obstacle course with loose parts and

natural objects

Use loose parts, wood, and bamboo to create a

dramatic play stage and props

Use pots and pans and create a mud kitchen

Use cardboard boxes, bamboo, and art supplies

outside to create a make shift town 

 

 



What Type of Space Does Your Program Use?

Reflection Sheet

Program Space Challenges

Funding Needs 



ACTIVITY AREAS 

and

MATERIALS

Blocks and

Construction

Science

Dramatic Play

Language and

Reading 

Math and Reasoning 

Arts and Crafts



Portable Gross Motor Equipment

Loose Parts  Equipment
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